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Agenda Item
On May 22, the Commission is scheduled to hold a public hearing on proposed rule
language in Title 390 WAC to address Internet campaigning. Those rules are: WAC
390-05-290, WAC 390-05-520, WAC 390-18-015, WAC 390-18-030 and WAC 390-17405. This memo provides background, a summary of the proposed rule language,
recent information from stakeholders, a staff suggestion for an editing change to one
proposal, and a description of next steps.
Background
2007. In 2007, the Commission adopted Interpretation 07-04 (Campaign Activities on
the Internet) to provide guidance on online campaign activities. At that time, the
Commission noted it may update the guidance in the future, and/or amend its rules if
needed to address developments in the law or in technology use by campaigns.
2012. Since May 2012, the Commission has reviewed background materials and
possible updates to Interpretation 07-04 to reflect current use of technology in state
campaigns, notifying the public of these activities. See enclosed chart. The discussion
continued in June, August, September and December. The June discussion included a
PowerPoint presentation giving examples of online ads. A copy is included again with
this memo, with additional slides showing a Washington State campaign’s Google ads.
2013. In January 2013, the Commission noted that several rules referenced in the
interpretation could benefit from being updated. In February, the Commission agreed to
consider updating several of its rules and described its approach in that rulemaking. In
March, the Commission gathered more information and reviewed draft possible
amended rules and a draft possible new rule in Title 390 WAC, providing feedback to
staff on the drafts. The Commission described its goal to update the rules by June 30 to
address Internet campaign activity, since such activity is ongoing and increasing.1 In
April, the Commission approved proposed rule language to be filed with the Code
Reviser and it directed staff to schedule a hearing on the proposals in May.
1

RCW 42.17A.110(1) provides that “Any rule relating to campaign finance, political advertising, or related forms
that would otherwise take effect after June 30th of a general election year shall take effect no earlier than the day
following the general election in that year…”
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Title 390 WAC – Summary of Proposed Amendments and Proposed New Rule
POLITICAL ADVERTISING
WAC 390-05-290 Definition - Political advertising. Currently, this rule explains what
is not political advertising. Proposed amendments
Explain what is political advertising under RCW 42.17A.005(36).
Define the statutory phrase “mass communication” and describe other terms.
Define “online.”
Update exclusions from what is political advertising (letters to the editor, other
examples where payment is not normally required).
PERIODICAL
WAC 390-05-520 Periodical.
amendments

Currently, this rule defines periodical.

Proposed

Define “periodical” to include online publications, except for electioneering
communications.
Clarify that a periodical is issued at least once every three months.
ONLINE POLITICAL ADVERTISING
New Rule – WAC 390-18-015 Online political advertising. This proposed new rule
would provide more information about disclaimers and other disclosure requirements in
RCW 42.17A.320, as applied to online political advertising. The proposed new rule
would
Explain that the disclaimer and other disclosure requirements apply to online ads,
unless exempted by statute or rule.
Explain that a candidate’s party preference must be included in online ads.
Explain the requirements for ads that originally run in one format (paper, radio, TV)
but are also distributed online, or distributed only online.
Explain that the sponsor’s name and address must be included on political
committee websites, and other websites sponsored for the purpose of appealing,
directly or indirectly, for votes or for financial or other support in an election
campaign.
Explain that small online ads can use automatic displays described in WAC 390-18030 when ad size limits make full compliance with the required disclosures in RCW
42.17A.320 impractical.
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EXEMPTIONS FROM SPONSOR IDENTIFICATION
WAC 390-18-030 Advertising — Exemptions from identification. Currently, this
rule provides a list of ads where sponsor ID is not required because it is impractical
(skywriting, potholders, small newspaper ads, many others). Proposed amendments
Add a reference to small online newspaper ads and other small online ads.
Describe the criteria for alternative disclosures in online ads, where including all the
information required by RCW 42.17A.320 in the ad is impractical due to the online
provider’s space or character limits.
Provide examples of alternative disclosures in online ads.
Describe the criteria that must be satisfied before sponsor ID is not required for
individuals using their own modest resources to produce and distribute political
advertising.
Add a reference to internal political communications.
VOLUNTEER SERVICES
WAC 390-17-405 Volunteer services. Currently, this rule explains more details
regarding volunteer services to a campaign. Proposed amendments
Add website and online activities to the list of common campaign activities by
volunteers, so long as the individual does not ordinarily charge a fee for the service.
Stakeholders
As summarized in the attached chart, notice of this activity has been provided to the
public and stakeholders. Stakeholder input received to date has been reviewed by the
Commission as this topic has progressed.
In addition, two stakeholders contacted staff after the Commission approved proposed
language in April. They may also attend the May 22 public hearing and provide
comment. They include:
Jay Arnold, Technology Director at FUSE. He asked a question concerning
proposed amendments to WAC 390-18-030(3). He explained that FUSE has been
following this issue the past year and is generally supportive. His current question
concerns the proposed alternative disclosure mechanisms permissible for small
online ads that have character or space limits (proposed WAC 390-18-030(3)(b)).
For example, he describes this is relevant to online search ads. See enclosure. The
proposed amendment reads (yellow highlighting added):
(3) Online political advertising must provide the same disclosures that apply to non-online
advertising to the extent practical. As an alternative, small online advertising with character or
size limits imposed by the provider in a manner that makes full compliance with RCW 42.17A.320
impractical may provide the required disclosures by using an automatic display with the
advertising that takes the reader directly to the required disclosures.
(a) These automatic displays must be clear and conspicuous, unavoidable, immediately
visible, remain visible for at least four seconds, and display a color contrast as to be legible.
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Online advertising that includes only audio must include the disclosures in a manner that is
clearly spoken.
(b) Examples include nonblockable pop-ups, roll-overs, a separate text box or link that
automatically appear with or in the advertising, or other similar mechanisms that disclose the
information required in RCW 42.17A.320.

Mr. Arnold explained that a “link” to the disclosures works a bit differently than an
automatic “pop-up” or “roll-over” because the reader must click on the link to get
to another site (sometimes called a “landing page.”) He inquired if that process
would be acceptable under the rule, even though the proposed language does
not specifically describe that the link must be to a “landing page” or other
website.
Staff explained that the intent was to provide for a link to a landing page or other
website location where the disclosures required by RCW 42.17A.320 are directly
available (that is, without having to navigate through a website or be directed to
yet another website.). Staff also explained that they intended to prepare updated
brochures and other materials for campaigns and the public to describe the new
rules if adopted, and could provide some examples in those materials.
Dimitri Iglitzin, Attorney. Mr. Iglitizin represents labor organizations. He had
spoken with Mr. Arnold on the same subject described above. He has also sent an
email, with suggested changes to clarify the proposed amendments WAC 390-18015 and WAC 390-18-030. See enclosure. Staff has discussed these suggestions
with Mr. Iglitzin, and will provide more information at the hearing.
Mr. Iglitzin has also indicated he will have other comments at the hearing with
respect to character/space limits “imposed by the provider” as that phrase is used in
the proposed amendments to WAC 390-18-030. For example, he inquired about a
campaign choosing to provide some of its ads on a platform that has certain
character/space limits, even though other platforms of the provider may have fewer
character/space limits but at a higher cost. He inquired whether that platform choice
constituted character/space limits imposed by the provider, or constitutes an option
selected by the campaign.
Note: The Administrative Procedure Act requires that an agency may not adopt a rule
that is “substantially different” from the proposed rule filed with the Code Reviser unless
it either: (1) files a supplemental notice and re-opens the rulemaking proceedings, or
takes other steps to begin the rulemaking anew; or, (2) explains the changes (other than
editing changes) in a brief description filed with the order of adoption and the reasons
for the changes, so long as the subject of the rulemaking remains the same. See RCW
34.05.430, enclosed, for more details.
One Possible Clarification – Staff Suggestion
After filing the proposals, staff also noted one possible editing change to WAC 390-18030 that will improve the rule and incorporate the intended effect. Section (4) of that
rule concerns online political advertising by individuals using their own modest
resources. The proposal currently reads:
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(4) Political advertising created and distributed by an individual using his or her own modest
resources is not required to provide the disclosures in RCW 42.17A.320, when all of the following
criteria are satisfied:
(a) The individual spends less than one hundred dollars in the aggregate to produce and
distribute the advertising or less than fifty dollars to produce and distribute online political
advertising;
…

The highlighted phrase, “in the aggregate” was intended to modify both the $100 and
$50 amounts, not just the $100 amount. Therefore, staff suggests the phrase be moved
to the grammatically correct location in the proposal, so the rule would read:
(4) Political advertising created and distributed by an individual using his or her own modest
resources is not required to provide the disclosures in RCW 42.17A.320, when all of the following
criteria are satisfied:
(a) The individual spends in the aggregate less than one hundred dollars to produce and
distribute the advertising or less than fifty dollars to produce and distribute online political
advertising;

Staff believes this editing change accurately reflects the intent of the rule, is
grammatically more correct, and is not a substantial change.
Next Steps
As previously noted, if the rule language is adopted, it will be effective by June 30. If
the rule language is adopted, prior to June 30, staff will prepare additional notices to the
public and stakeholders to describe the rules. Staff will also be preparing updates to
agency materials such as manuals, brochures, as well as draft updates to Interpretation
07-04 for Commission review.
At the Commission’s June 27 meeting, staff will plan to review more information with the
Commission about these outreach efforts and review proposed updates to Interpretation
07-04.

Enclosures: Chart Summarizing Public Notices 2012-2013
Proposed Amendments and Proposed New Rule
Recent Stakeholder Comments
PowerPoint
APA - RCW 34.05.430

PDC Internet Political Advertising Rulemaking Summary of Public Notices 2012-2013
Year/
Month

Topics, Notices, Meetings

2012
May

Evolving technology & campaigns; Interpretation 07-04 (& Internet contributions). May 24
agenda & materials posted on website.
Agenda sent in advance of meeting to stakeholders via email.
May 24 Commission public meeting held. Streamed on Internet.
Minutes posted on website after Commission meeting.

June

Online political advertising (& Internet/text message contributions) – email sent to
stakeholders, inviting comments.
Evolving technology & campaigns; Interpretation 07-04. June 28 agenda & materials posted
on website.
Agenda sent in advance of meeting to stakeholders via email.
June 28 Commission public meeting held. Streamed on Internet.
Minutes posted on website after Commission meeting.

August

Evolving technology & campaigns; Interpretation 07-04. August 23 agenda & materials
posted on website.
Agenda sent in advance of meeting to stakeholders via email.
August 28 Commission public meeting held. Streamed on Internet.
Minutes posted on website after Commission meeting.

September

Evolving technology & campaigns; Interpretation 07-04. September 27 agenda & materials
posted on website. Materials included staff inquiry on whether Commission wanted to initiate
rulemaking.
Agenda sent to stakeholders in advance of meetings via email.
September 27 Commission public meeting held. Streamed on Internet.
Minutes posted on website after Commission meeting.
Sponsor identification requirements for political advertising campaign activities on the Internet
- Preliminary notice (Preproposal Statement of Inquiry) filed September 18 with Code Reviser
and published in Washington State Register (available on Code Reviser’s website). WSR 1219-074. Notice described that the Commission may consider rules to strengthen sponsor
identification requirements for political advertising and is reviewing its interpretive statement
concerning campaign activities on the Internet. Public comments invited.

October

Campaign activities on Internet (& text message contributions) - via email, staff requested
additional stakeholder input and provided notice of November 14 stakeholder meeting.

November

Campaign activities on Internet (& text message contributions). November 14 stakeholder
meeting rescheduled to December 4.

December

Campaign activities on Internet (& text message contributions). Stakeholder meeting held
December 4.
Evolving technology & campaigns; Interpretation 07-04 (& text message contributions).
December 6 agenda & materials posted on website. Materials included staff inquiry on
whether Commission wanted to initiate rulemaking.
Agenda sent to stakeholders in advance of meeting via email.
Additional notice of December 6 meeting sent via email to stakeholders that participated in
December 4 stakeholder meeting.
December 6 Commission public meeting held. Streamed on Internet.

Minutes posted on website after Commission meeting.

2013
January

Evolving technology & campaigns; Interpretation 07-04. January 24 agenda & materials
posted on website.
Agenda sent to stakeholders in advance of meeting via email.
Additional notice of January 24 meeting sent via email to stakeholders that participated in
December 4 stakeholder meeting.
January 24 Commission public meeting held. Streamed on Internet.
Minutes posted on website after Commission meeting. Minutes reflected that discussion
noted several of the rules referenced in Interpretation 07-04 could benefit from being
updated.

February

Rulemaking – Internet campaign activities – possible rulemaking in Title 390 WAC. February
28 agenda & materials posted on website. Materials included possible approach in
rulemaking.
Agenda sent to stakeholders in advance of meeting via email.
Additional notice of February 28 meeting sent via email to stakeholders that participated in
December 4 stakeholder meeting.
Additional anticipated rulemaking notice posted on website under “Rulemaking Activity 2013.”
February 28 Commission public meeting held. Streamed on Internet.
Minutes posted on website after Commission meeting.

March

Rulemaking – Draft possible amendments to Title 390 WAC regarding Internet campaign
activity (amended rules and possible new rule). March 28 agenda & materials posted on
website.
Agenda sent to stakeholders in advance of meeting via email.
Additional notice of March 28 meeting sent via email to stakeholders that participated in
December 4 stakeholder meeting
Additional anticipated rulemaking notice posted on website under “Rulemaking Activity 2013.”
March 28 Commission public meeting held. Streamed on Internet
Minutes posted on website after Commission meeting.

April

Rulemaking – Draft proposed amendments to Title 390 WAC and possible new rule regarding
Internet campaign activity). April 11 agenda & materials posted on website.
Agenda sent to stakeholders in advance of meeting via email.
Additional notice of April 11 meeting sent via email to stakeholders that participated in
December 4 stakeholder meeting
Additional anticipated rulemaking notice posted on website under “Rulemaking Activity 2013.”
April 11 Commission public meeting held. Streamed on Internet. Proposed rules approved
for filing and for scheduling of adoption at public hearing May 22.
Minutes posted on website after Commission meeting.
Proposed rules (Proposed Rulemaking Notice) filed with Code Reviser on April 15 and
published in Washington State Register (available on Code Reviser's website). WSR 13-09049. Public hearing and date of intended adoption scheduled for May 22. Public comments
invited.

May–
Anticipated
Activities

Rulemaking – Public hearing - Proposed amendments to Title 390 WAC and possible new
rule regarding Internet campaign activity. May 22 agenda & materials will be posted on
website.
Additional rulemaking notice posted on website under “2013 Rulemaking Docket – Public
Disclosure Commission” (notice updated May 2)
Agenda will be sent stakeholders in advance of meeting via email.
Additional notice of May 22 meeting will be sent via email to stakeholders that participated in
December 4 stakeholder meeting
May 22 meeting and public hearing will be streamed on Internet.
Minutes will be posted on website after Commission meeting.
If adopted, rules filed with Code Reviser after May 22 meeting, for publication in Washington
State Register and for an effective date by June 30.

Advertising Online
y Search
y Yahoo!
y Google
y Social Media
y Facebook
y Twitter
y Video‐Sharing
y YouTube

VOTE!

y Revenue Models
y Pay‐Per‐Click (cost‐per‐
click)
y

advertisers pay each time a
user clicks on their listing
and is redirected to their
website

y Cost Per View/Impression
y advertisers pay for each
unique user view of an
advertisement

Google Search
y AdWords
y Character Limit: 25‐title 70‐body
y An ad is displayed on search‐results pages for search words and

terms selected by the advertiser
y Advertiser targets its ad
y
y
y

Location (zip code)
Time of day
User’s demographic information

y Advertiser sets budget and bid price
y Pay‐per‐click

y Display Ads
y Ads placed on “partner pages” within Google’s Display Network
y Cost‐per‐impression (approx. $5 per 1000)

search terms

Ads appear in shaded box
above search results

Sponsorship information

Yahoo Search
y Cox Digital Solutions is exclusive national seller of

political, issue, and advocacy advertising across Yahoo!
properties for 2012

search terms

Ads appear in shaded box
above search results and in
the right hand margin

YouTube (Google)
y Banner ads
y Same format and character limits as AdWords ads
y Display in the lower portion of the streaming video
y User may remove them after they appear
y Video ads
y Play before the video the viewer has selected to watch
y Viewer has the option to skip the ad
y Advertiser is only charged if the viewer watches the ad
for 30 seconds or longer

YouTube banner ads

Clicking this button removes the ad

YouTube video ads

Viewer may skip ad by clicking

Twitter
y All ‘tweets’ are limited to 140 characters
y Twitter offers promoted products allowing users to pay

to increase their visibility to other users
y Promoted Tweets (120 character limit applies)
y Promoted Accounts
y Promoted Trends

y Revenue Model
y Cost‐per‐engagement: Advertisers only pay when
someone “retweets,” replies to, clicks or favorites a
Promoted Tweet
y Targeting by location, user interests

Twitter search

search terms
Promoted Trend

Promoted Tweet
purple icon denotes
‘tweets’ requiring
FEC disclosure

Twitter

mouse hover displays ad sponsor

Twitter

clicking the text following
the FEC icon displays a
lightbox with additional
‘tweets’ and links to
campaign website

Facebook
y 25 title characters; 90 body characters; 50kb image

y Advertisers may advertise their own FB page or an

outside website
y Targeting
y location, language, education, work, age, gender, birthday,

relationship status, likes, interests, friends, social connections

y Revenue Model
y Cost‐per‐click
y Cost‐per‐impression

PDC Facebook page

user’s friends who have “liked” the ad are featured

user’s Facebook home page

user’s friends who have “liked” the ad are featured

search terms

Ads appear in shaded box
above search results

search terms

Ads appear in shaded box
above search results and in
the right hand margin

Yahoo ad landing page

